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Conversational programmers represent a class of learners
who are not required to write any code, yet try to learn programming to improve their participation in technical conversations. We carried out interviews with 23 conversational programmers to better understand the challenges they
face in technical conversations, what resources they choose
to learn programming, how they perceive the learning process, and to what extent learning programming actually
helps them. Among our key findings, we found that conversational programmers often did not know where to even
begin the learning process and ended up using formal and
informal learning resources that focus largely on programming syntax and logic. However, since the end goal of conversational programmers was not to build artifacts, modern
learning resources usually failed these learners in their pursuits of improving their technical conversations. Our findings point to design opportunities in HCI to invent learnercentered approaches that address the needs of conversational programmers and help them establish common ground in
technical conversations.
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Conversational programmers; learner-centered design; programming literacy; technical conversations.
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K.3.2 Computers and Education: Computer and Information
Science Education—literacy, computer science education.
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Considerable research efforts have been devoted to humancomputer interaction (HCI) and computing education research towards lowering the barriers to learning programming. Many of these efforts have contributed innovative
tools and approaches to support the programming needs of a
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variety of learners, such as computer science (CS) students
[17,28,53], end-user programmers [14,15,30,32] and professional programmers [1,3,13]. A large focus of these projects
has been on improving learners’ understanding of programming syntax and logic and facilitating interaction with feature-rich programming environments as these are known to
present key challenges for new learners.
Unfortunately, most of what we know about the programming
learning process and the challenges that learners face is based
on studies of students in the classroom [53] or professionals in
industry [1]. Only recently have we started seeing studies into
informal learning processes among non-traditional populations, such as designers [15], high school teachers [43], and
older adults [22]. Given this increased diversity in learning
needs and the backgrounds and skills of programming learners, there have been increased calls [24] to better understand
the goals of such diverse learners and their interaction with
modern learning resources.
Pushing on this idea of learner diversity, recent work suggests that there is a unique class of learners who are motivated to learn programming, but never actually need to
write code [7,8]. These learners are termed as conversational
programmers as they seek to acquire programming skills
only to engage more effectively in technical conversations or
to improve their job marketability (e.g., in marketing, sales,
UI design, or management). Although prior work has established the existence of such a population of conversational
programmers at a single technology company [8] and in the
classroom [7], do such people exist more broadly in other
more diverse settings and similarly learn programming to
improve technical conversations? Several other questions
also remain unanswered: how do conversational programmers actually approach learning programming when their
goal is not to write code? To what extent are their learning
approaches similar or different from other non-traditional
learners, such as end-user programmers? And, do conversational programmers even find it useful to learn programming to improve their technical conversations?
In this paper, inspired by the idea of learner-centered design
[24,51], we investigate the learning needs and strategies of
conversational programmers. We took a qualitative approach for this investigation and recruited a broad range of
people representing different professions in local companies
and educational and non-profit institutions (e.g., archivist,

artist, entrepreneur, HR coordinator, admin staff, psychologist, event manager, marketing assistant, medical instructor
and visual designer). We carried out 23 interviews (14 female) with a diverse set of participants who did not have a
formal degree in CS, did not work in an engineering role,
and were not required to write code on the job, but had tried
to learn programming. Our interviews focused on uncovering the kinds of challenges these conversational programmers faced in technical conversations and how and why
they made use of different approaches and modern resources for learning programming. The interviews also
probed into the participants’ perceptions of whether or not
their efforts in learning programming were actually helpful
for their conversations or other aspects of their jobs.
Our key findings illustrate a variety of challenges and misunderstandings that conversational programmers can encounter
in technical conversations and that can eventually motivate
them to explore programming. However, we found that most
conversational programmers often do not know where to
even begin the learning process and typically seek recommendations from other programmers or rely on popular web
search results. This leads them to invest in formal and informal learning strategies that are typically designed for professional or end-user programmers and heavily focus on syntax
and logic issues in code. However, since the end goal of conversational programmers is not to build artifacts, a mismatch
ensues between their expectations and what these learning
resources offer, with conversational programmers often feeling like they have failed.
The main contribution of this paper is in providing empirical
evidence characterizing the unique learning needs of conversational programmers, how these needs differ from populations of end-user programmers and professional programmers, and how modern learning resources that focus on artifact-creation can fail conversational programmers.
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Our study builds upon prior work in HCI and computing
education that focuses on non-traditional learner populations (e.g., learners who are not CS majors or professional
programmers) and how people interact with formal and informal programming learning environments.
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End-user programmers were among the first group of nontraditional programmers to receive attention in the literature.
This class of programmers consists of people who write code
not for professional software development tasks, but to solve
a domain-specific problem or to improve their productivity in
a particular domain [32]. It is estimated that the population of
end-user programmers is much larger than professional programmers [47], and many studies have been carried out to
understand why and how different groups of end-user programmers learn programming. For example, web designers
and data scientists write scripts for domain-specific project
needs, and they mainly learn by “head-first” and “trial and
error” methodologies [13,15,28] often by consulting books,

code examples, blogs, and forums [14,15].
Recent studies show that another emerging non-traditional
learner population consists of conversational programmers
[7,8]. Past surveys indicate that this population is mainly
motivated to learn programming to improve the efficacy of
technical conversations and to acquire marketable skillsets.
Although there was some indication that conversational programmers at a large technology company were using online
resources, courses, books, and help from colleagues to acquire programming skills, prior work does not provide any
insights into the actual learning strategies and approaches
used by these learners, and whether they actually succeeded
in improving their technical conversations. Our work adds
insights into how conversational programmers exist in diverse job sectors, how and why they use different learning
resources, and how they perceive those available resources.
K-12 teachers tasked to teach CS are another group of people
who learn programming on-the-job [43,44], and they share
some similarities with conversational programmers. Although teachers may never need to write code on-the-job [43],
they still need to understand programming syntax and logic
since they need to teach those in class, grade coding assignments, and answer coding-related questions. There is some
indication that these teachers can have feelings of isolation in
the learning process and may benefit from having their own
dedicated learning communities. Our study found similar
sentiments amongst conversational programmers.
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Formal learning is defined as an activity that has a structured curriculum with clearly defined objectives carried out
within a defined schedule, such as a school or college
course, or a workshop [52]. Research on non-CS major students taking intro CS courses [7,19,56] revealed that not
everyone learning programming intends to become a professional programmer, and traditional intro CS courses
failed to engage non-CS major students. With growing calls
for learner-centered design [24], some recent work has explored formal ways of making programming relevant for
non-CS students [19,20,23,25,40]. For example, efforts
have been made to teach programming skills in the context
of media computation [23,25], and introducing the concepts
of natural language processing (NLP) and artificial intelligence (AI) in a non-programming context [35].
In addition to traditional K-12 and college classrooms,
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) for programming
have become popular among some adult learners [18,59].
Other emerging formal learning environments include coding
bootcamps where adults who want to improve their practical
coding ability can focus on particular topics for a short period
of time. Although these formal learning methods require less
of a time investment than college courses, doubts have been
raised about whether bootcamps or MOOCs actually work
for people who seek to improve their employment prospects
[29,54]. Our study further reveals that these formal approaches present cost vs. benefit tradeoffs that are even more

acute for conversational programmers, making them less
popular among this population of learners.

the-job; and, 3) must have recently tried
learn programming or CS either informally or formally.
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We ended up with 23 study participants (14 female) as we
aimed for diversity in job roles, age, and gender. As shown in
Table 1, our participants held a variety of positions (e.g.,
artist, psychologist, pharmacist, entrepreneur, library archivist, bank clerk, medical instructor). They also brought in
different levels of experience, ranging from being an intern to
a senior manager with 20 years of experience.

In contrast to formal learning, informal learning consists of
activities that are unstructured, self-directed, and initiated in
response to some need, often on-the-job [41,52]. The learner typically self-manages this type of learning and focuses
on improving certain skills or addressing specific gaps in
knowledge. In terms of informal ways of learning programming, considerable attention has been paid to investigate how people can learn programming online.
For example, several studies have examined why and when
online interactive coding tutorials are useful [27,31,36].
Although these tutorials can help learners with artifactcreation needs (e.g., professional or end-user programmers)
get started, their utility is perceived to be limited as tutorials
are rarely tailored to learners' prior coding knowledge. Our
study further shows that even conversational programmers
experience feelings of failure with such informal resources,
but for different reasons. For example, for conversational
programmers the key drawback is that these informal resources focus mostly on syntax and logic issues and provide
less conceptual explanations.

to
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Before the interview, we collected basic demographic information through a questionnaire (e.g., age, gender, occupation, education and previous experiences with programming languages). We began the interview with some warmup questions. For example, we asked them to describe their
current work and recall the most recent situation in which
they were required to have a technical conversation.
Next, we asked questions about their learning process and
strategies, focusing on resources they used, in which situation they used those resources, how they knew where to
look at resources and to what extent they found the resources to be useful. Initially we used common resources
for learning programming to prompt the participants if necessary (e.g., programming courses, books, online documentation, Stack Overflow, MOOCs). After the first five interviews, we updated this list with additional informal resources that came up in the interviews so far (e.g., Wikipedia, articles, news, blogs, magazines, YouTube videos).

Another class of research has explored informal learning
and information seeking behaviors on discussion forums for
novice programmers [3,38]. These forums effectively facilitate discussion and peer-to-peer knowledge exchange
among learners writing code [38,46,49]. But, as discussed
in prior work [17,40], we also found that the identity of the
user and type of forum can affect how well users participate
in these discussions. Furthermore, we found that conversational programmers often felt like “outsiders” in communities targeting artifact creation needs.

Lastly, we ended the interview by probing into conversational programmers’ perceptions of the learning process,
asking them to reflect on what they felt they achieved after
all their learning efforts and whether (or not) they wanted to
keep learning programming in the future.
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To study the learning strategies of conversational programmers, we conducted semi-structured interviews with
23 participants from a variety of backgrounds (Table 1).
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We recruited self-identified conversational programmers
through personal connections and snowball sampling, advertising posters at educational organizations, and through mailing lists of local meet-up groups for programming over a 4month period in 2017. Our participants had to fit the following criteria to take part in the interviews: 1) not have a formal
degree (or even a minor) in computer science, engineering or
IT; 2) not be working in any kind of a software development
or engineering role or any role requiring programming onID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

Age
Occupation
31-40F
entrepreneur
19-30M
visual designer
41-50F
bank clerk
41-50F
HR coordinator
19-30M
helpdesk support (intern)
51-60F
pharmacist
19-30M business development manager
19-30M
marketing coordinator

ID
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

We transcribed the audio recordings and did an open coding
of the data using ATLAS.ti. We used an inductive analysis [12]
approach and affinity diagrams to explore the themes around
our main research questions. Three members of the research
team first began with an open coding pass to individually
create a list of potential codes. Upon discussion and use of
affinity diagrams, a single coding scheme was devised and
two team members independently coded two of the transcripts using this scheme. The first pass inter-rater reliability
test achieved a Kappa score of 0.61 as there was some confusion about redundant codes and where they should be used.
Upon further discussion and iteration with the research team,
we revised the coding scheme, merging the potentially over-

Age
Occupation
19-30F
advertising manager
31-40F
health scientist
19-30F
library archivist
19-30M business assistant (intern)
19-30M
product manager
19-30F
HR coordinator
19-30F university administrative staff
19-30M marketing assistant (intern)

ID
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23

Age
41-50M
31-40F
19-30F
31-40F
19-30M
51-60F
31-40F

Occupation
product manager
humanities scholar
artist
marketing coordinator
business assistant (intern)
medical instructor
psychologist

Table 1. Our participants from local companies and educational and non-profit institutions represented a diverse range of occupations

lapping codes and removing the infrequent codes. Next, the
two raters applied the revised coding scheme on a new subset
of interview transcripts, achieving a higher Kappa score of
0.87. We next used axial coding to discover relationships
among emerging concepts, followed by selective coding to
identify recurring themes.

strategies or investment pathways, explained how she had
to make sure her understanding of certain terminology was
“100% accurate”:
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Our analysis revealed a number of themes and next we focus
on presenting key results on why conversational programmers wanted to learn programming, how they approached
learning programming, how they perceived and struggled in
the learning process, and, paradoxically, why they still had a
positive attitude towards learning programming.)
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As shown in Table 1, our study participants were professionals and domain experts in a variety of roles and did not need
to write code on-the-job. In their responses to motivations for
learning programming, we saw many similar responses to
previous studies [7,8] of conversational programmers: our
participants mainly wanted to learn programming to improve
their technical conversations (16/23) or to enhance their future marketability (7/23). In addition, some participants were
interested in using their programming skills to perform enduser programming tasks (5/23), to gain credibility with their
technical team members (4/23), and to stay current with digital trends and technology developments (4/23).
Given that a key motivation for learning programming was
improving technical conversations, we first shed light on why
our participants found it challenging to converse with developers and other technical personnel.
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Participants commonly reported that they felt lost in understanding the full context of implementation decisions made
by software developers that involved low-level details or
high-level concepts, such as machine learning.

Some participants said they found it difficult to follow
along and make sense of important technical conversations
because they simply did not have a shared vocabulary. For
example, an advertising manager described her challenge in
interpreting the data that the development team collected
for campaign planning:
We do a lot of the advertising work on the internet and we have
programmers who gather data for planning campaigns. I always
need to contact them to figure out how they collect it. So, the
conversations are very difficult... especially when they mention
terminologies around network, database, big data, and algorithms... I feel like I have to learn from the beginning, and that's
why I am learning Python right now. (P9)

In other cases, conversational programmers were not only
required to listen and understand the technical conversations, but also to be able to talk using technical terminology.
For example, an entrepreneur from a local start-up company,
who was usually invited to give keynotes on innovation

If something was wrong about a technical concept [that I
learned], and then if I were to say it in front of people who are
world leaders…that would be embarrassing. (P1)

In addition to better understanding the context during technical conversations, our participants were motivated to
learn programming to build rapport with technical people as
well. Our participants’ narratives revealed how they often
experienced strains in their professional relationships or felt
ignored because of their lack of programming knowledge:
…the programming people tend to be not interested in talking
to me. We don’t really speak the same language. (P3)

By learning programming, some participants felt they could
gain respect and credibility from their technical teams. For
example, a business development manager whose job was
to provide customer feedback to developers said:
…if you can write code or you can understand code, developers
respect you more…they would “let you in” …when you're having a conversation it's easier for you to get what you want. (P7)

Another participant working in a technology consulting company found it useful to socialize with developers by better
understanding and making programming-related jokes:
Our company has a shared space as resources for other companies to use…I became close friends with a number of companies,
as well as, a lot of them are our clients as well... Learning some
basic syntax, I was able to joke about basic stuff like, “Man, I
messed up one comma, and I've messed up my entire code!”
Little jokes and nuances that people who know the language can
laugh about really helps me start the conversation. (P13)

In summary, our participants were mainly motivated to
learn programming because they believed that it would help
them better understand the context of technical conversations and build rapport with technical people on the other
side of these conversations.
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To investigate how conversational programmers tried learning programming, we focused on eliciting the different approaches and resources that our participants attempted to use.
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Most of our participants (19/23) mentioned that they often
did not even know where to start the learning process and
their first instinct to learn programming was to ask an expert
(e.g., a colleague, friend, or more technical family member):
I think if I had a programming background, I probably would
have been able to find information a lot easier and quicker, but
because I had to browse through so much and I didn't understand some of the lingo…so, I found it easier just to ask my
developer-colleagues like what website should I go to if I want
more information on this [programming language]. (P20)
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In-person courses (e.g., night courses at community colleges)
Bootcamps & workshops (e.g., HTML bootcamp; Python oneday workshop)
Online courses (e.g., Lynda.com, Coursera, Udacity, edX)
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Online reference resources (e.g., W3Schools, Wikipedia, company's internal references site, specific services such as Drupal )
Forums (e.g., Reddit, Quora, Stack Overflow, Facebook Groups)
Online coding tutorials (e.g., Codecademy, FreeCodeCamp)
Popular press (e.g., Tech Insider; Bloomberg; TechCrunch)
Table 2. Formal and informal resources used by participants

In fact, participants reported that they relied on experts
throughout the learning process: to confirm the relevance of
what they found online, to seek definitions or clarifications
of technical terms, or to help them debug the coding problems that were encountered during the learning process.
Another approach to getting started that participants described was that they would just try to search online and try
to follow the top search results. Several participants described how they relied on Google in particular to look up
programming-related definitions of terminologies:
When I google search these terminologies, I click on Wikipedia
all the time because Wikipedia pops up quite heavily in the
first few search columns. (P13)

Using guidance from an expert or suggestions from online
search, our participants ended up investing in different formal
and informal learning approaches described below. Overall,
participants mentioned trying out 21 different programming
languages (e.g., HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Python, PHP, Ruby,
SQL, R, VBA) as well as finding information on over 20 different technical concepts, such as “machine learning”, “big
data”, “cloud computing” and “blockchain”.
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We summarize the key formal and informal learning approaches described by participants in Table 2. Although our
participants were more likely to use informal learning resources, a few participants had invested in even paid formal
methods to seek more guided instruction, such as in-person
short-term college programming courses (2/23), attending
bootcamps or programming workshops (7/23), and signing
up for free online courses (6/23) through Lynda.com,
Coursera, and CS50 at Harvard.
Since our participants had tried many types of informal approaches, we have categorized their top responses below.
Online reference resources: Some participants sought information on explanations of terminology and usage of API
instructions using online reference resources usually suggested in search results. Many participants (10/23) visited online
documentation sites, such as coding reference sites (e.g.,
W3Schools) and service/product sites (e.g., Amazon Web
Services). Similarly, Wikipedia was also widely used by participants (9/23), particularly for checking definitions of unfamiliar terminologies brought up in technical conversations.
Forums: Most of the participants (16/23) had come across

online forums, such as for specific services, (e.g., WordPress, Drupal), coding forums (e.g., Microsoft forums) and
general-purpose platforms (e.g., Quora, Reddit, Facebook
Groups, Slack Groups) to seek information related to programming. However, participants were not actively involved in typical online communities for developers. For
example, most of the participants (18/23) had never used or
even heard of Stack Overflow. Among the 16 participants
who had tried forums, only 3 participants contributed to it
(e.g., posting a thread or replying on others' threads).
Online coding tutorials: Several participants mentioned that
they attempted to self-teach programming by following
online coding tutorials. Among these tutorials, step-by-step
YouTube videos appeared to be the most popular among our
participants (10/23), followed by text-based interactive tutorials (8/23) that included Codecademy, FreeCodeCamp, and
CSS tricks. Participants mentioned trying out online tutorials
particularly for web development topics.
Popular press: Lastly, several participants (9/23) mentioned
that they subscribed to technology-related online content to
broaden their perspective of cutting edge technology and
developments. These resources included technology-related
podcasts and popular press, such as New Scientist Magazine,
Peter Diamandis’s blog, Tech Insider, Forbes, Bloomberg,
CNN, Guardian, TechCrunch, and company newsletters.
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As described above, our participants had engaged in a variety of informal and formal learning strategies based on
recommendations from developers or other technical experts or by searching online. In reflecting back on their
original motivations to mainly improve technical conversations, unfortunately, most participants felt that they did not
get much benefit from investing the time and effort on these
programming resources and expressed feelings of failure. In
fact, only 6 participants reported that learning programming
was useful for technical conversations, and only 3 participants felt confident enough to mention programming as a
skill on their CV or during a job interview.

In this section, we present a synthesis of the six common reasons that conversational programmers felt they failed when
using modern learning resources (summarized in Table 3).
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Since conversational programmers were not required to
write code as their regular day job, the time they could
commit to learn programming was limited (consistent with
other studies on adult learners [24,59]). Whether or not using a certain resource would be time-consuming was a concern raised by most of the participants.
Although formal approaches provided a systematic learning
environment with assistance from an instructor, our participants did not consider them to be practical because they required the most time commitment. For example, most participants (21/23) did not sign up for in-person courses because
they felt it was not necessary to take a course or they simply

did not have enough time to take it. Even though some participants did sign up for MOOCs and other online courses (6/23)
and could leverage the convenience of distance learning,
most participants ended up being busy with their day job and
found it difficult to maintain focus and commit time for completion:

understand a little bit about programming since I'm talking to CS
major students all the time... But I don't know if it actually helps.
I mean it's so basic level coding, right? Although I had several
lines of codes working and printed sentences on the screen in that
workshop, I can't recall anything tangible now. (P15)

I am learning JavaScript in CS50. It's a real Harvard lecture,
so you have students from Harvard attending it and they just
film the thing. But I have given up on it several times... This is
my fourth time taking CS50, or fourth time attempting to...
Every time I get caught up with other work or I'm too busy. (P7)

Several participants mentioned that when they were interacting with programming-related resources, their main goal was
to seek conceptual and application-related explanations:

Although informal resources were perceived to be easier to
use, they could also be time-consuming because conversational programmers did not have enough background to
“have the vocabulary to phrase the questions” (P18). They
often ended up spending hours and “finding nothing that's
really useful” (P6). For example, one participant complained that going through non-relevant YouTube videos
could be a huge time sink:
So sometimes there might be stuff [in videos] you already know
or stuff that you just do not care about. Sometimes it could
even be an advertisement. A lot of garbage, no kidding. But
you only know it after watching [the whole video]. (P14)
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In their initial learning approach, conversational programmers were influenced by many preconceptions such as, “to
learn programming, you have to write code. It's just like
learning to drive a car, you cannot learn without running a
car” (P18), or they feel like they “have to start from the beginning” (P8). Therefore, the majority of participants (18/23)
had devoted some time to learn to code in a specific language.
However, after signing up for an online course or using
online tutorials to learn a specific programming language,
not many participants found it helpful enough with building
common ground in technical conversations. For example,
P11 admitted that going through the online coding tutorials
did not help so much with understanding the big picture:
I think they [coding tutorials] were very good like instructionally… But, what I definitely needed is to be able to talk…just being
able to write code, I find that I am missing out on some kind of
larger understanding. (P11)

Another participant who paid time and money to attend an
introductory level bootcamp mentioned that she “wouldn't
take it again” because she felt that these bootcamps were
designed for people pursuing careers as software developers
and often became more technical than she expected:
It [the bootcamp] was overwhelming…the coding skills they
taught is to enable somebody to parachute into a web development job...not what I expected...(P6)

One of our participants who was a university administrative
staff and worked closely with students in CS, described her
experience after attending a coding workshop in Python:
I did the "Python Ladies Learning Code", an all-day introductory
workshop…I thought it was obviously super helpful for me to
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… when I am learning about cache and cookies [on online
documentation], I don't want to know if I have to use 'loop' or
'if-else' or anything like that, I want to know what it can do for
me, like the user side of it. (P9)

Participants gave up on resources that did not give enough
information on the bigger picture of concepts:
I have given up on a YouTube channel because they were deviating from what I want to learn and they were getting like a lot
deeper than I wanted. And especially that channel was like for
people who want to do the programming…they spent less time
for the bigger concept. (P5)

Understanding the limitations and benefits of programming
or technology choices was important for conversational
programmers, but such explanations were not always available in programming learning resources:
...if they [developers] are saying, “Oh, we are going to use a
library X to do this”, I think it would be good to know, ok…what
does that mean, how much time and money does it take to use
library X, how much does it improve performance of the database? I searched [for] any websites that have the information
out there, and haven't really seen anything related to that. (P20)

In addition to the limitations and benefits, participants mentioned that they also needed to know the difference between
certain terms or to connect the terms to a working process:
Sometimes I need to know like how it's different from something else or how it relates to something else. For example,
like machine learning and deep learning.... I saw a blog on
that, talking about...like neural networks... I can't remember,
but like very technical and low-level explanations. (P15)

Lastly, participants also sought explanations on software
engineering processes and development structures. For example, one participant who was an HR coordinator explained how she wanted to know about “how development
teams are structured” since she was “in charge of hiring
and interviewing future developers to the company.” (P14).
Since the target users of introductory learning resources are
traditional programmers who will build artifacts [26,31,54],
most of these resources concentrate on teaching syntax and
logic, and problem solving skills. As a result, conversational
programmers in our study struggled to find relevant conceptual and application-related explanations in these resources.
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Professional programmers or end-user programmers who
write code can often use “trial and error” to verify whether a
tip or suggestion from a learning resource actually works in

code [3,15,30]. However, conversational programmers explained that they did not have the opportunity use “trial and
error” in conversations and the stakes were higher in getting
accurate definitions and explanations from a resource.
Although online search was popular among conversational
programmers, they did not often trust the search results and
still wanted confirmation from colleagues or friends:
There is so much garbage on the internet that if you search
something that does not look like an incredible website then I
want to verify it with a human being. And all my colleagues
would just be like, “Hey, stop googling it!” (P1)

Participants also doubted the credibility of communitybased sites. For example, only half of the participants who
tried forums (8/16) felt that they got anything useful from
forums—the rest had strong negative opinions:
…when I browse the questions [on forums], the people who
originally posted do not give follow-up details on whether the
answers worked or not…I understand part of it and then I am
not sure if the person actually got it [to work]…(P9)

In addition, participants raised concerns about whether or
not to trust the accuracy of the content being presented in
other resources, such as YouTube videos. One participant
who was a marketing coordinator expressed doubts on the
utility of watching free videos and stated a preference for
instead relying on paid courses on sites like Lynda.com:
It's hard to gauge if these people [video authors] are professionals or if this is an accurate way of doing it. So I use
Lynda.com now, our company has a subscription for that and
lots of my colleagues are using it. (P8)
://;"07#)*+)#*'"%;)"#*;%&"*0

Since most of our participants were domain experts in a nontechnical role, they tended to stay away from certain resources because they felt uncomfortable, stressful, and isolated in environments where the target learners were perceived
to be more experienced or even professional programmers.

One of the participants who attended a bootcamp found it
stressful to keep up with people who already had some
knowledge of programming:
Because my classmates were not newbies at what they were
learning...the level that I had to try to reach to them [was
hard] … I was constantly trying to catch up and understand. (P6)

Despite the convenience of relying on experts, some participants described the social cost of bothering people who were
already overworked by asking them naive questions. For
example, one participant who was learning through Codecademy said that he would never ask any of his developer
colleagues for help:
I mean, I know any one of my colleagues could solve any of my
problems, in about six seconds. But the point is not to ... They
already have their own work to do and for me, this is again,
it's not critical to what I do, and it's not worth spending the
company resources to do that. And again, my friends know I
don't code, so they don't want to help me with that. (P17)

Sometimes when conversational programmers referred to an

expert for help, they were hesitant to ask follow-up questions
because they “did not want to look stupid” (P8). One participant even said that, “I pretend I kind of understand what he
[the expert] is talking about and rather figure it out later by
myself” (P4). It could also be embarrassing to ask an expert
to re-explain a concept he or she had previously described:
What I hate is like they explain it to me and I still don't get it.
That's the worst. Because with the internet, it doesn't matter. I
can keep googling. With people, it's just, I don't know, it's a little
embarrassing. (P15)

When using online learning resources and forums where
there was less of a direct social cost, participants reported
that sometimes they still felt like an outsider. None of the
participants had contributed to developers’ communities like
Stack Overflow. Their general perceptions were negative:
[Stack Overflow] They're often populated by developers, not
for the lay person. So again, the assumption that you understand concepts and things already to a certain level is already
inherent in there. And quite frankly, a lot of developers are
jerks. It can be pretty toxic. Some people are even like “Okay,
this is not the place you should ask”. (P13)
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Lastly, participants had feelings of failure when trying to
learn programming as they tended to forget what they
learned over time.
For example, one participant who tried Codecademy to learn
JavaScript said he would not do it again because he kept forgetting the concepts without applying the knowledge:
Programmers learn and write code on a regular basis. But if
you don't use it, you just forget it. So why would I put the effort
to learn something that would then just get incredibly rusty
and then forget half of it in six months anyway? (P17)

Similarly, another participant who took an introductory
course to learn “fundamentals of HTML” on Lynda.com
said that it was easy for him to forget the concepts because
he skipped the coding exercises for the sake of time:
They [Lynda.com] have optional exercises after each lecture...
But I mean all I want is just some conceptual level understanding
of what's going on. So I skipped the exercise. Sometimes you are
just like “It looks easy. I'll just test it later” and then you never do.
It turns out that I just forget the concepts very quick. (P8)

In some cases, conversational programmers could retain
what they learned for a short-term project or to satisfy an
immediate need, but not beyond. For example, an entrepreneur who once hired developers to build a website for her
company explained this phenomenon:
I only learn it when I need to use it. And then I promptly forget
it all. When we built our company's first website, I spent like 3
days locked in my room to learn some basic stuff like WordPress, HTML. But I can't recall anything now at all because I
didn't use it for a long time. (P1)

Sometimes participants learned terminologies in technical
conversations but would forget them after the first exposure.
For example, one participant explained how he had to:

...look up the term again a month later because I just skimmed
the first paragraph to get a general idea [the first time] …but,
I forgot a lot afterwards...(P13)

In addition, one participant even felt nervous when she tried
to recall the definition of a “database”, which she had
learned recently from a coding bootcamp:
My palms are sweating...I am just nervous because I learned
[about databases] two weeks ago and I cannot remember
much right now. I might have to sign up for the same course
again. (P6)

As shown above, there were six key reasons why conversational programmers developed feelings of failure in their
pursuit of learning programming (summarized in Table 3).
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In the previous section, we examined how conversational
programmers approached learning programming and how
most of them felt like they failed, even after investing a lot of
time and effort. However, our findings reveal an interesting
paradox in the participants' perceptions of programming:
despite feelings of failure in their attempts to improve technical conversations, the majority (19/23) still wanted to keep
learning programming in the future if appropriate learning
resources were available. For example, a product manager
described this as, “a short path with acceptable opportunity
cost” (P13). Another participant reported that she only wanted to learn what is related with her project in the future:
I will definitely keep learning [programming] in the future,
because then you have a better understanding of the terminology that's being used, and it saves much work for your job. But
I don't want to start everything from scratch, it's like a deep
pool. I only want to learn what's related with my project. (P19)

A common reason identified by the participants was that
having some background in programming allowed them to
better understand the work of their technical team members
and build empathy for them:
[programming] doesn't help so much with the technical conversation... But I do have the feeling now that their [developers’]
work is extremely hard after I learned. I think it's given me a lot
more empathy on understanding that it’s not easy to do what you
want just because you envision being able to do it. (P7)

Another advantage of learning programming was having a
better sense of being able to estimate implementation time:
I feel like I'm much more generous in terms of time now. I understand it might take forever to write the small change. It's a
struggle to write even a little bit of code. It's all about debugging and unknown errors. (P8)

Moreover, participants felt that they earned more respect
from developers as well. Learning programming helped
them gain credibility and build rapport with developers:
The programming people tend to be not interested in talking to
me [before]…Being a coder is a badge of honor, people respect me more [now]. (P3)

Although the majority of participants failed in learning programming, a small number of them did achieve success using

B%O/#) &**) $9'() &"$/: Investing in learning programming

ended up requiring more time than what participants wanted to
devote given their busy schedules.
B**)$9'()+*'9#)*0)#D0&%-)%04);*7"': Most of the resources

focused on programming syntax and logic which did not directly
help participants with their technical conversations.

,-.;%0%&"*0#) %5/) 0*&) 5/;/=%0&1) The conceptual and applica-

tion-related explanations desired by the participants were not
always relevant nor available in the learning resources.
H"++"'9;&)&*) %##/##) &(/) '*0&/0&P#)5/;"%N";"&D1) Participants did

not feel confident enough to assess whether a given resource
contained accurate and reliable content.

://;"07#)*+)#*'"%;)"#*;%&"*01) Resources and learning environ-

ments that target CS students or professional programmers often
created feelings of social isolation among participants.
,%#D) &*) +*57/&) 4/&%";#1) It was easy for participants to forget

programming definitions and details because they did not apply
what they learned directly on-the-job.

Table 3. Six common reasons for feelings of failure among
conversational programmers when using modern resources

resources where they could connect with other conversational
programmers. For example, a participant who was a visual
designer actively searched and reached out to other designers
who were learning programming: “I'm on a Slack group, and
all of th ese Facebook groups and LinkedIn groups”. (P2)
Another participant who worked as a library archivist and
collaborated with developers on a project to digitize materials
explained how she benefited by being in the same room as
other archivists and librarians learning programming:
I think we often don’t receive enough training…and so those
sorts of [technical] workshops are great. It is a nice opportunity
to work through problems with other people who also need this
skill and don’t have the background in it. It's nice to have someone in a similar situation as me to talk to. (P11)

In summary, our findings reveal a paradox in conversational
programmers' perceptions of programming in that while they
feel like they failed, they still acknowledged the value of
learning programming under certain circumstances.
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Our findings overall illustrate that the learning needs and
constraints of conversational programmers had some similarities to other adult learners who have rigid schedules
[6,24,59] and prefer informal learning approaches [14,41].
However, we also found some critical differences among
these groups of learners. For example, in contrast to enduser programmers who may prefer resources with rich implementation details and “ready-to-go” examples [15], conversational programmers found such details to be distracting
and preferred to see more conceptual explanations. Although
CS teachers also do not need to build artifacts [43], they differ from conversational programmers as their needs are still
more syntax-oriented—they need to be able to teach lowlevel concepts and create and grade coding assignments.
In this paper, our main contribution has been in providing
novel insights into how a broad range of professionals who

do not need to write code (e.g., archivist, artist, entrepreneur,
psychologist, event manager, medical instructor and visual
designer) use formal and informal approaches to learn programming. We have also contributed insights into reasons
why modern learning resources fail these conversational programmers in their pursuits to improve technical conversations. We now reflect on the mismatch of expectations that
conversational programmers experience and how HCI and
learner-centered design [24] approaches can play a pivotal
role in better supporting this emerging learner population.
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We learned that although almost all of the conversational
programmers in our study were interested in learning programming to improve their conversations, in the end, about
75% of the participants did not feel that they achieved this
goal. Their narratives illustrated a mismatch of expectations
that manifested in two ways, described below.
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The first mismatch occurred because conversational programmers often assumed that learning programming would
help them with grounding in technical conversations. Our
participants described their attempts in collectively learning
over 20 different programming languages even though they
did not need to write any code. However, their descriptions
and challenges of technical conversations revealed that these
learners were more interested in establishing a conceptual
understanding of terminologies, benefits and limitations of
technologies, and tradeoffs in software design and implementation decisions. Therefore, is pursuing programming even
the right approach for conversational programmers?
Future work could investigate why such misconceptions
form about programming in the first place. Perhaps with all
of the recent excitement around programming for all or
computational thinking being popularized in the press [48],
people tend to associate anything technical with programming [16]. Another possibility is that people assume that
just because they are talking to programmers, they need to
understand the “programmers' language”. But, the kinds of
expertise and vocabulary that developers possess can take
years of education or experience to develop, so it is not
realistic to expect newcomers to master all the concepts
with introductory learning resources.
On the other hand, if conversational programmers do not
learn programming at all, is it even possible for them to
understand technical decisions, tradeoffs, or higher-level
concepts, such as machine learning or cloud-based architecture? It may be the case that learning the basics of programming and some technical jargon are important dimensions of establishing this common ground that conversational programmers seek to establish [9,60].
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The second mismatch ensued when conversational programmers interacted with the same modern resources that are typically used by learners who want to eventually build artifacts
or solve computational problems. Such resources often fol-

low a more structured syntax-oriented curriculum (known as
“programming-first approach”) of introductory computer
science programs in universities [61]. All of this investment
in learning programming through these resources created a
rabbit hole effect for conversational programmers as they
were led down a path of struggling with programming syntax
and all of the other issues that novice programmers encounter
[34] while not getting much direct benefit for improving their
technical conversations.
Still, despite the mismatch in expectations and feelings of
failure, the majority of conversational programmers wanted
to keep learning programming if appropriate learning resources were available, which suggests that HCI can play a
key role in designing suitable learner-centered resources.
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Here we consider the design implications of our findings and
how we can better support conversational programmers.
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Given the challenges that conversational programmers face
in spending time on learning resources and in sifting through
irrelevant and unreliable search results, future research can
look into facilitating discovery of relevant and reliable content. For example, we can explore how to create Wikipedialike curated overviews with small examples that are focused
on specific application areas. The goal here should be to
make them easily “skimmable” in a few minutes—similar
approaches have recently been seen in resources such as wikiHow [62] that focus on small bite-sized tutorials. How can
we create a wikiHow-like site for facilitating discovery of
programming concepts, and how would this scale?
At the same time, authoritativeness of learning resources is
important for this learner population and “trial and error”
[2,13,15,28] approaches that work for novice or end-user
programmers do not work for conversational programmers.
These learners may find little success in searching for programming and debugging help in ad-hoc blogs and forums
where they can plug-and-play solutions. Instead, conversational programmers can benefit from resources and explanations that are endorsed by leaders in the field to have confidence that they are high-quality materials. There are opportunities for future work to investigate who these leaders
would be and how would they make contributions towards
endorsing a particular resource.
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A key challenge that our findings raise for the HCI community to consider is, can we actually teach someone useful
programming concepts without focusing on syntax and logic? What would that even mean? What would be the advantages or disadvantages of doing so?
A popular approach that has been explored in research and
practice is the design of novice-friendly “drag-and-drop” [42]
programming languages and systems such as Alice [11],
Scratch [45], and Code.org [63] to make programming more
attractive for children [39,57] and other novices [21]. How-

ever, none of our participants were familiar with such environments and would likely not find them useful for improving their technical conversations because these approaches
still largely focus on the mechanics of programming.
Another approach may be to design courses with emphasis
on more conceptual instruction of computing concepts without writing code [2,20,35,40,56]. For example, Cornell University has recently experimented with a non-programming
introduction to CS via concepts, such as in NLP and AI [35].
It may be possible to extend such an approach outside of the
classroom to also teach conversational programmers useful
concepts without getting into the mechanics of syntax. Another useful augmentation here may be to teach conversational programmers how to talk about a particular concept in
the context of a real-world development scenario. For example, some online dictionaries offer the ability to not just view
the definition of a word, but to see how the word may be
used in a sentence. It may be fruitful to explore how such
interactive reference resources could be created for connecting real-world context with programming-related concepts
for conversational programmers.
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Given that conversational programmers may only have an
ephemeral need to understand and apply some concepts, future research can explore how to design interactive high-level
executive summaries or allow for more visual explorations of
such concepts. One approach could be presenting a comparative or competitive analysis like an executive report containing the pros and cons to be delivered to a business executive
to help them make decisions. For instance, such a summary
could make it easy to glance at the pros and cons of neural
networks or weigh the benefits of using Amazon’s vs.
Google’s cloud services.
At the code level, perhaps there is a need for more visual
explorations like interactive neural net explorations [5], explorable explanations [64] or algorithm animation [4] to give
learners interactive visual ways to learn to gain intuitions
without writing any code, which is similar to the idea of data
analysis tools or prototyping tools that allow people to explore ideas and possibilities without writing code [65,66].
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We found that conversational programmers expressed feelings
of isolation when trying to learn from resources designed for
professional or end-user programmers. As discussed above,
there is some indication that the recommendations on learning
resources from other programmers create a mismatch of expectations. Therefore, it would be worth exploring if the perceptions of conversational programmers would be different if
the recommendations came from other conversational programmers similar to them. There is an opportunity here for
HCI/CSCW to explore the benefits and drawback of social
and personalized recommendations for this learner group.
One design opportunity may be in creating a welcoming
community of like-minded peers and mentors, who are perhaps not the stereotypical computer “geeks” or “insiders” as

described by many of our participants. There already are
learning communities emerging for certain non-traditional
learners, such as scientists [58], CS teachers [44], and even
product managers [9]. Similarly, we could build conversational programmers' own communities through formal workshops (e.g., dedicated bootcamps) or through online resources and meetups. Learners can receive suggestions and
mentorship from experienced conversational programmers
who have gone through the same process or are currently
going through it. These communities can perhaps evaluate
existing resources from the perspective of their domain (e.g.,
similar work has been done to evaluate programming systems using techniques such as heuristic evaluation [33] ).
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Our focus was only on perceptions and learning strategies;
future work can use controlled studies to formally explore
learning outcomes of different interventions and approaches.
Although we had a diverse set of participants in terms of job
roles and experiences, we did not explore gender, occupation-specific learning goals, or other demographic differences
in responses. In addition, since our recruitment criteria explicitly mentioned an attempt to learn programming, we did
not have the chance to investigate "conversational technical
non-programmers", who did technical communication with
programmers but never attempted to learn programming.
This population is worthwhile to study in the future.
More importantly, when we talk about “grounding in communication” [10], there are actors on both sides (technical
and non-technical) and our results so far paint a picture from
only one side. It should not be solely the job of conversational programmers to make an investment in extra on-the-job
learning. Great software engineers should be both productive
at the job and good at communicating [37,50]. Moreover,
they should not only focus on effectively working with other
technical people, but also on better explaining their decisions
to people who are non-engineers. Our study opens a path for
future research to bridge the gap in technical conversations
from developers' perspectives as well.
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In conclusion, we have contributed insights from conversational programmers across a wide range of job roles who experience challenges and try to learn programming to improve
their conversations. In particular, we have described their
learning approaches and struggles and highlighted six reasons
why modern resources designed for traditional learners, such
as CS students and professional programmers, are not appropriate for this learner population. We have also highlighted
ways in which HCI can play a pivotal role in designing learning resources and interactions that are suitable not only for
conversational programmers but also other members of society who are increasingly wanting to develop programming and
technical literacy.
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